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Ramesh Gupta 
ABSTRACT 
A test- r i g has been bu i l t w h i ch a 11 ow s the de t e· rm i n a t i on 
....... 
of the steady-state performance of-proportion~l and bistable 
' amplifiers. The effect bf supply pressure on the steady-state 
performance characteristics of two bistable amplifiers and 
. . . 
.. 
.. - - --.-· .• 
0 
one proportional amplifier has been investigated. Also inves-
'l 
tigated were the effects of acoustic noise ori the performance 
characteristics of a bistable amplifier'. One of the am.P 1 i -
~ . 
fiers tested was a commercially \.available standard element, 
two other amplifiers tested were of e.xperimental type built 
by ·Harry Diamond Laboratories. 
In the range of supply pressures tested, the best opera-
ting characteristics were found to correspond to the lowest 
supply pressure. There was a very slow deterioration of the 
performance of the amplifiers as the supply pressure was in-
creased. By externally applying sound, the performance of a 
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bistable amplifier was markedly changed. 
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ABSTRACT 
·-
A t e s t - r i g h a s b e e n b u i l t w h i c h a 11 ow s t h'.e d e t e rm i n a t i o n 
of the steady-state performance of proportional and bistable 
' 
amplifiers. The effect of supply pressure on the steady-state 
performance characteristics of two. bistable amplifiers and 
one proportional amplifier has been investigated. Also inves-· 
tigated were the effects of acoustic noise on the performance 
characteristics of a bistab1e amplifier. One of the ampli-
- y ~- -··· :.. -~·--. ---·:- ----- -:------ ---- - ••• •h • -
- • 
• ' 
- • • • ·.. -
- .• - ---- ---- • 
fiers tested was a commercially available standard element, 
two other amplifiers· tested were of experimental ty.pe built. 
~ 
by Harry Diamond Laboratories. 
· In the range of supply pressures tested, the best opera-
ting characteristics were found to correspond to the lowest 
supply pressure. There wa~~a very slow deterioration of the 
performance of the amplifiers .as the supply pressure was in-
creased. By externally_ applying sound, the performance of a 
) ,..:-
. ·-- ----- -- -- -··----- -.--"--··- -------
-- ·-·· - .... _. _____ ------ --. bistable amplffier was markedly changed • 
·--------·-· ----··--. ··:--- --- -- - _ _., --·---- -------- ---
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... ;.,. 
The performance characteristics of one proportional and 
two bistable amplifiers are presented. The purpose of the 
perforn1ance curves is to provide performance data which can 
be used in fluid circuit design. The curves obtained permit 
~ 
--- - -~-- < ' 
the determination of steady state operating points of the 
a m p l i f i .. e r , a n d o f t h e g a i n .• 
...... -
: . ./ 
. - ------- -··-->.,'. ... _ --~ .--· Fluidic elements have been used· in -lar·ge num·bers as sys-
' ' 
-. , . . _.,., .•· ,, -· . 
,., 
t·em components. In order to ensure proper operation"·····,,crf··~-, 
fluidic circuits, it is n~c~ssary to use performance charac-
teristics to match two or ~ore devices properly. The most 
practical approach in obtaining the characteristics is to 
treat the amplifier as a black-box having one supply and two 
control/ inputs and two outputs. At a particular supply pres-
sure the behavior of a fluidic device can be adequately de-
~cribed by three characteristic curves: control port input 
curve which defines the p~rticular load that a control input 
', 
-
---- ------ ---- -- --· ·----- --"---~-- - - ---- -·- - - - - . -
------··-~--
: . - ·--"--· 
,-. 
signal feels when it is applted at the control ports, trans-
fer curve which determines what happens to the output when a 
control signal ,is applied, --and .. the output characteristic curve 
which shows the 
applied load.\ 
effect on the output signal on an externally 
--------- ------~ fi--,n.· ---·------- ~ ·--- -------------.... - --~---
~;:- -
- - :- - ·--' .L -
Numerous parameters affect the performances of fluidic-
elements. These have been extensively studied by various 
,. . ·~ .•. 












• • • I 
I 
..... ' 
the parameters involved·, in the perf·ormance of fluidic ele-
,. 
~-
n1ents is the supply-pressure. Yong and Lapisa (4), i_n 1969, 
investigated the performance of amplifiers using a black-box 
approach. They obtained output characteristics for a ~ero 
control pressure differential at various supply pressures of 
' 
a single proportional amplifier and of a three-stage device. 
The three-stage device had a much higher gain than the single 
. element while the output flow was considerably less than that 
.-;, " -/ 












' ' " 
5 psig to 25 psig, the pressure recovery of the element at a. 
deadhead load (blocked output ports) was about 30% of the 
' ~,/~· , \.' 'I . {;,ii., 
supply gage}Pressure. At higher .supply pressures the losses 
,,,.-
increased and the pressure recovery decreased • 
. Taplin (5), analyzed a proportional amplifier by dividing 
., 
it into simpler sections and then combiniijg the simpler equiv-
alent circuits into an overall circuit s:atisfying coupling re-
__ ______ _ __ . __ __ __ __ q u i r em e n t s • The flow through the output ports was modeled by 
. '· 
an equiyalent circuit having a -sourc·e stagnation pressure gen-
erator (stagnation tank) and an orifice-type restriction of 
s9me gi~~n area. Thus the output flow characteris~ics could 
b e de s· c r i bed by a n e q u a t i o n ~ s e d for f 1 ow th r o u g h a n o r i f i c e , 
. . 
· that is a 7 constant, say "k", multiplied by the .square root of 
i -
Ii---~-~~-~~--~t-n-e--p--r-es s-u-r-e--ct-r o-p a-c--ro-s s -the -. · or t f-i--ce ~ A t v-a-r_i_o_a_s su111Jt-y---pr-e-s -
, 
sures and zero _control pressure differential·, a value of the 
constaf)t "k" was CQmputed which was used to calculate the flow 
-------------
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. agreed well with the experimental_ values .• _~c:_·However, as the 
load pressure approached the stagnatiQn pressure, ·the value . 
. . 
of the stagnation pressur·e digressed from the predicted value. 




the no=load receiver flow for various control pressure diffe·r-
entials when the no-load receiver flow was known for zero con-
trol pressure· differential together with the supply pressure. 
Using the value of "k", it was possible to_ evaluate 'the stag-. 
-- .. - ___ -~;- .. -~.--:.·~---;-~~--=-·-·-·r1-at-ion. p.ress11rEl witJ-1,.-r.eceiver .b.locked •... _, __ ----·-----,--- ···------~----·- ',. _____ _"·----~-:~.;~- , __ 
L ' • . ' • •• ,•.;·---~·: ·-·. - I 
. ,A , 
r, 
I t w o u 1 d be very he l pf u l to an en g i nee r i f a ·s i n g l e par am-
et er could be defined that can provide useful information from 
the system engineering and operating point of view. Boros and 
Helm (6),·in 1970, introduced a ·complex ch~racteristic index 
called the "quality index" that is a function of the fan-out, 
power jet mass flow rate, and of the switching time. It is a . 
. general practice in describing the geom~try of the elements 
to give all' dimensions as functions ·of the power jet width; 
similarly, the quantities involved in the quality index are 
all \functions of the supply pressure. From their inv~stiga-
·tions, carried out on a commercially available element, they 
have found that the quality index ~as at least one maximum 
value at a partic~lar supply .Pressure. 
-~~ - - . - ---·--·---------- - ------ ---- ---·- --- -- ·--------- ---- ---------- --------- - -----·------ --- ---· --- --- ----- -- - - -- ---- -- ---- -------- - - . - ------
------:--- ~ Th e · .,fa c t th a t free j e ts a r,e · s en s i t i v e to s o u n d h a s b e en 
known for-about a hundred years.· Sensitivity of jets has beJen 
· mainly associated with laminar jets but recent developments 
have shown that jets at high .,..Reynolds number~. can also be af-
• 1 •·• • 
------ ··----- -------- --~ .·'· .... _ ·- ·-~---- --- . ------ - ---,- ---
-. - 4- -·. -··--- - ... -·--·---··-- ·- ....... "_. -- -- -- ···--,--.----·--- -·-----·--------- ---·-
.,. 





··" ' ' 
' 
,.I\ •. - ., 
.. ···-- ---
• 
fected by sound. · A. large-patt of the research on sound-sen-
sitive jet has·been conducted in the field of free jets or 
--·a t tac he d j et fl ow s . U n fr;- e d ( 7 ) has s how n on a Reyno 1 d s nu m -
ber-Strouhal number plot the sound-sensitive regions of wall 
jets. Roffman a~d Toda (8), in 1969, investigated the effect 
of ·sound on fr·ee jets and flueric devices. Their investiga-
tion iunvolved introducing sound at right angles to a free 
jet and obtaining the velocity profiles of the jet. They 
. . .. 
. . -- ~-- . -~ ---




of sound. For t_he range of Reynolds ·numbers observed, the 
spread could be increased with the influx of sound. At a 
given power jet pressure, the increase in the spread angle 
appeared-to be dependent on the sound amplitude. In the range 
I ~ 
of frequencies for which a given jet is sensitive, a value of 
frequency exists at which the jet is most- sensitive. In the 
case of attached jet flows, sound is known to affect the .jet 
. ) •' 
reattachment point to a.Coanda wall. Weigner (9), in 1965, 
found that a sensitive frequency of very small amplitude may 
disturb an attached jet. In his experiments, increasing the 
sound amplitude moved the reattac·hment point upstream (towards 
~he·hozzle). until further increases of the sound amplitude re-
sulted in the reattachment point moving downstream. Unfried 
,, 
investigated the switching of a- bistable jet between two 
I 
~~ ----- - ----- ------·----•--- ... --------- ----- , _____ ,.____ ------- _ ..... -··--
bounQaries. ·The experiments were conducted with the jet·mar-
ginally stable on one boundary. The authbr successfully op-
erated acoustitally acti~ated flueric switch~s at sound fre-
- ---
·• quencies of 400 to 4000 c.p.s. The velocity of the jets used 
1----~. . . . '" .· .. -. .~.---. . . - . - .. - 5 -
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-in the experiments was lower than that entountered in fl·uidfc 
elements, and th~ cross-sectional area~ of the jets were 
several tin1~s larger than those used in fluidic elements. 
Since jets are sensitive to sound, it was decided to study 
the e.ffects of sound on a fluid amplifier and to co·mpare any 
, •. 
changes in the characteristics determined without an external 
sound source. 
. - . .;.:.__ ,• .... - - - :: -· :· ~-
. --,-,·:-c--: .. _;::,c .: .• · ........ ~~~--.~;,:,:.'., ...... ~--- ..... •'" ·- ••-·• .,;;. •. •· ., ... •. ,/ .. ---.. •--• ~ c-·-;:-.-... , ·:·.-·.-~·::-,,:-tr-~--- .. ··-- • :·•··•·-:·a •c:,•'····· .. ~- ··.• - - -- . -- .. 
- ----. 
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2.1 Experimental ·Equipment 
',. 
The· amplifiers tes-ted were: 
. . 
1. · Bistable amplifier Number 190471 .of Corning c 
Glass Works, 
2. Bistable amplifier made at the ~arry Diamond 
-· ' ... • _- .--~-··--: .. ····.-----,~:-:_ . .-_~-=,- :,,:,:->--.,-.--_______ , ___ .. ---:-;-_-------i~-~·-~-=-:-.::-'_:_::_::::- ___ --:~-~~bg _ ,;ra t .. Q r i ~,,~ .,. ,_. __ ,..· .. ·- ,-... ·---~:: =-· ... ·:;_ .-... ::- .• .. : .. -.-::-... ·- __ -=.--7-=·'i"--'-,7:·-~=-···· :.:: .. ,_ ..... - .. =----::;::"= .. =<-.·;: _;,.'.'"-.::.--'.,:: . _____ _ 
. . -,11, , If . . ' . 
......... ..,..~ ..... ·-····":, .. ••: ...... ,.~. 
·•·: . •" 
.,. 
-·-• ·-~. 'Jo-co, •• ' ... ,. 
,.,,, ft . ,· . {'\ 
3 •. Proportional an1plifier m·ade at the Ha.rry 
Diamond Laboratories. 
The nozzle dimensions of the bistable amplifier 
r • 
Number 190471 were .0254 ins. by- .078 ins.,for which the 
. ~·""'' ;, " .,,. 
•-' 
nominal aspect ratio could b·e taken as 3. ·· T·h!"e other bistable 
amplifier from the Harry Diamond Laborat6ries, had a conver-
gent-divergent power nozzle. The dimensions of the throat 
' 
were approximately .028 ins. by .060 ins., and at the exit 
of the nozzle were .030 ins. by .060 ins., which gives a nom-
inal aspect ratio of 2. It was not possible to measure the 
dimensions of the proportional amplifier without destroying 
the amplifier. 
_ -A ---S k e t c h--- .o_f ___ a ___ p __ r_o_p..o_rt j on .. aJ ____ _a n d ___ o __ f __ a ____ b i s ta b_]_e __ a\~p_] __ i_f_j _ _e_~ __________ ; ___ s ---~ 
shown in.Figure 1. The schematics of the test rigs used are 
shown in Figures 2, 3, 4 and 5. The test rigs were positioned 
in a horizontal plane on a table. Each of the three amplifier 
.,___ ·----:---
-7-
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-~.....:.---......... ;...,.,_,, .. ·_._:_' .. ·. 
.. 
, 
input ports was connected to a supply line that had a series 
--
of valves and regulators, a flow meter and a stagnation tank. 
The· regulators used were: Model 40-15, with a range of Oto 
15 psig, for the power jet supply line, and Model 40-2, with 
a range of O to 50 inches of wat~r, for the contra l port su-p-
ply lines. Flow meters, made by Sand K Instruments Company, 
in the supply lines gave a rough indication of the volumetric 
..... " 
flow rates. The stagnation _tanks placed upstream of the am-
' 
stagnation tanks were one foot long, and had an inside diameter 
. ··- .... ·--··-- ---·-··--·---·-·-·"-. 
of 6 inches •. The velocity of air in the tanks was very .small-~ 
so that the static pressure measured could be taken as the 
stagnation pressuri without inttoducihg any significant error. 
The load at the output ports was applied using two valves. 
When the valves were fully ppen there was no-load applied at 
J 
~ the output ports. 
·> 
--
-· --- - . .. --·-- .. 
--·--·-------- -- -- - A V-entur-i tube, ma-de by the Fox Valve-----o-ev-e-1l)~p-ment---€omp--a-ny, · - - - -- -----
was used to measure the flow rates. The pressure difference 
between the inlet to the Venturi tube and the throat is re-
lated to the flow rate. The stagnation pressure and the pres-
~ ' 
.sure difference related to the flow rate were recorded by an 
·electromechanical method. Pressure transducers, Model 902-1 
·a-·rra ····· M ·ocre 1 · -3-6-u-- of ·· t ffe-- o·ec··1c e r--c o r po r a t ; o n , · \'ie re u s·e-d ···· fo r- --tn-e se 
measurements. The output of the transducers~was voltage that 
varied linearly with pressure over the experimentaJ range of 








, I ·-----··· .. - .. 
. . 
' transd.ucers to have accurate readouts .. The outputs from .the 
transducers were fed to an X-Y plott·er, Model .EAl-1125, manu-
-
. factured by Electronic Associates, Incorpo~ated, thus making 
it possible to record the variation of the flow rate with the 
~ stagnation pressure. 
2.2 Experimental Procedures 
Power Jet Characteristics 
. - . - . 
. ~- ·--·- ~--~ - ,.. - . ~ --·--.·;- ~ ·:· .,. ~ : ... - •;·;:;·.,... .... -- .. . . -, . - - - -· . 









. •4i- + 
' . The schematic of the rig used in this test is shown 
.• in Figure 2. The output ports and the control ports were 
vented to the atmosphere. The supply pressure was varied 
from zer~o to 15 lbs/in 2 , and the flow rate and su:pply pres' .. s.ure 
measured using water and mercury manometers. The temperature 
of the air was noted using a thermometer placed inside a stag-
nation tank. 
Control Port Characteristics 
The control jet characteristics were determined with 
... " .c.,, . .. ' 
,11 
··a test set-up shown in Figure 3. The power jet supply pres-
sure was held constant at a selected value and the control 
"'' pressures varied. For proportional amplifiers, the inactive 
control port was held at a constant bias pressure. A bias 
-µ-r-·es sure- -- of--2-0·%--of---s-u-p-p·~-Y~llre-s-s-u-r-e- -w a-s---s-e-1-·e-cr~u- -fu-r--m-o-s-t--~uf 
the tests •. The value of the bias pressure selected. ·allowed 
the amplifier to be,, tested over the full range of control in-
put pressure differentials. In the case of bistable ampli-
-9- . 
. .. ·" . 
...w:. . -· "· 
···- -- ... -.-·•'.;·• ,· .. ,. ~-
~----,,.,_,_,.,._,.v'-,._,,.,_,,,,,.,··,.,,·, 
., 
(A ' . ·, 
.... 
. , 
, . !' 
··tiers, the inactiv·e.control port was vented to the .atmosphere.· 
The variations of the active control port flow rate and of, 
the control. pressure were recorded on an X-Y plotter. The 
effect of loading the output ports, on the control jet char-
acteristics,was also investigated at various supply pressures. 
Output Characteristics 
a,) Proportional Amplifier 
.. 
-· - .,... -
The· :output· characteristics were obt·a--i ned for·- th·e· ·-
following operating conditions: 
<,\,:'· 
.  . 
. J 
l. The control bias pressure was fixed at 20% 
of supply pressure. 
2. The loading at the putput ports was varied 
from zero to blocked-port conditions. 
, 
3. Power jet pressure was varied from 3.0 to 
7.0 psig. 
, 
The schematic of the test-rig is shown in Figure 
·4. The supply· pressure was fixed at a desired value ·and an 
equal bias ·pressure of 20·% Ps was applied at each control port. 
At this zero control input pressure differential, the load was 
................................................... _______ · __ .~-·., .·.-.~ ~-----a-~_pl i_ed . _s i m_u]_ta n eaus_ly_a t .. bo t_h ou tpu_t ____ port s __ a_nd_ the output 
pressure and flow .rate recorded. p the control input pressure 
.. ~.; ,. d i ff ere n ti a l was s u b s e q u en t l y var i e d , w h i l e _ the bi as pres s u re 
' 
was held consta-nt and a series of output chara.ct~ristics were 












... _. s . 
.. ~· 
b) Bistable Amplifiers 
The output characteristics of the bistable am-
plifiers were obtained under the fol,lowing operating condi-
" tions: 
l. Inactive control port was vented. 
' ,: 




















2. Resistance was varied from zero to blocked 
port ·conditions .. 
- . . ~ . .. ·. . ·-· - . .. __ , ""s ·--:- -:._:--·. ·- - - . 







Active control port pressure was varied 
from zero to a maximum value. 
Supply pressure was varied from 3.0 to 
8.0 psig. 
The schematic of the test rig is the same as 
shown in Figure 4, except that the inactive port was vented. 
f.':\ 
At the beginning of each test the supply pressure was set at 
~ " 
a de S iC, red Val U e and the i n a C ti v·e CO n tr O 1 p Ort Ven t e cJ). /,/Th en , 
........ ., .. ,. ·-
the pressure in the activ·e control port was increased until·········-----· .. -- .. -·-----· 
the jet switched; subsequently, the active control port gage 
pressure was decreased to zero again. Simultaneous equal loads 
were applied 
reached, and 
at the output ports U·ntil deadhead load was .. - ... 
. , . . . , -·-=•·~~·,··~·•·-·=·•'-•.....,..._..c-,..c.~ .... ,.,,'-',"~•.,_.-, .... ~,~.-~o, .. ,-,,,=.~,.=~~.=-•~~~=--=·---.~~,;;f.f,.,:,.,,,.· . .-c:'.~.ic:~C:.=-~=-="~.,.>~>l·"··:::::.:_~~.c~~-~ .. , . c.c• 
the variation of the output pressure with the 
' ' . 
",..,,, ••.• ..,,..,.,.,.,•••·-·••d"""""''"'"'''''""'"''""""'""-"'""'" ..... '""'""''~•••••,.,..,..,.,, .. _.,,_.,..u,L""• .u"""""'"'''"-... """"""'"'"'""'u"".._"._•~••••• 
flow recorded during the loading process. Subsequently addi-
, . 
tional tests were carried out keeping the active control port 
pressures at certain chosen values. 
·----- --- ~ ----- - ~-
-11-






The test set-up used for obtaining the differenti~l 
input-output curves is shown··· -,)l Figure· 5. These tests give 
an indication of the linearity and symmetry pf ~roportional 
amplifiers and the hysteresis width for bistable amplifiers • 
. In the case of proportional amplifiers, the supply pressure 
was fixed and an equal bias level applied at the control 
ports. For a fixed load, in our case for blocked ports,. one 
~ - -- ._ ·- ·- - •.• ' "'; ::'!-- --· •... ,--;,.,,,_- ~· ,., 
-· · co n t r·o·1 . · µ·r e_·,s s u re w a· s i n c re a s e d f r om t ff e b i a s l e v e l t ·o a- ma x i ~-· 
.. 
l?'. ·•• 
mum value and then reduced to the bias level again while the 
inactive control bias pressure was held constant. The vai}.. 
ation of the pressure difference at the output ports with 
the pressure difference at the control ports was recorded. 
Thi~ test determined one-half of the input-output curve. The 
other half was obtained by reversing the role of the two con-
trol ports .. 
For bistable amplifiers the test .set-up was the same, --
• . > e. 
-----·-------------·----- - -an<l- the -characteristic was obtained by-- ve-nting -the inactive 
control pDrt and varying the pressure in the active control 
.. 
port from zero to a maximum and subsequently, after switching 
has occurred, reducing it back to zero~ t 
. ! 
.
-.. ---............ =. _. ,.-.···-~- ---~~:._---..~----_J~-·=-""'"'"·-=:,IS)--···---.-·--·-···-·--·-... -... ·-.. ~! ... ,,_ ___ ,_-_.-.-_-_'.,_.-_ ..• ·•.•.•.-.. ·.·- ...... ,i,1. .... '_._-__ :_- ___ ~,t--:-.--:;,._.-.·.-... ·.·-·.-·:::--.-~-.. ~ .. • .. ..-. "'-... .:..-.... ·."'"-... · .... ·· .. -... : '•" ~ t .?. ». ~-u..... I - - - - - --= =- - ~-·· · - - - - :'.'·.~-~--·-~:-.·, .. -,,-',•~ .. -.cc,::•. :.·-···· ,,-';:--·o-~~·:c-.-:--:.•;~•--:•,:.-·., .~.1'':'-~i,t" ... ...-.- ..... _-·,·.·"'.'.""!_.;;l..~ •~•-•.,·~~'.~r,.-_,._.'~• ... -•.-·~,-.. ,.;-,..a,•..._.,;il,.,..,,,,,,~.-.-.-. .... , .• _,_~_,, _ __,':•~.I•''"'"""'-••--· ----~··•-•• ___ ,_...._......,..,.,__: .. ~--........ _._....~--- '~-"-
~ 
. ' 
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ameter stagnation chamb~r as shown in th.e photograph {Figure 
Q 
















__...__ ______________ . 
. /. .... ' .. ·. ,., __ .. ,,~ ... _____ .. _ .. __ 
--... -.-. .. ---· 
' . 
.--- .. ----- ·' ---·- ---------- - --- -- ---~-,--------
--- -- - . - -- ~-
. -... :_. la tor . The frequency and the amplitude of the signal were 
controlled using the osc.illator. The outp~t from the ampli-
fier was fed to an oscilloscope and a trace of the input 
voltage to the speaker, monitored on the oscilloscope screen, 
was used to calculate the power supplied to the speaker. 
a) Sound Introduced in the Power Jet 
The stagnation chamber with the loudspeaker was 
____ '-~-~ __ conn.ecte_d_to the _power jet of the fluidtc bistable .. amplifier,-
_ __j___.___ -- -----·--
-· 
'I 
N o • l ·9 0 4 7 l • The supply pressure wa~ fixed at a chosen value. 
To obtain the lower limit of frequencies that affected the 
p e r f o rm a n c e o f t h e fl u i d amp l i f i e r a t a s e l e c t e d' · pow e r i n p u t 
the frequency was increased continuously from 20 cycles/second 
until a· significant change was observed in the performance 
characteristics when compared with that corresponding to no 
i 
sound conditions. For the upper limit, the frequency was con-
, 
tinuously decreased from 5000 c/s. With the sound introduced 
in the power jet the control jet and output port characteristics 
were recorded on an X - Y pl otter ~- s ·des c r i bed pre v· i o us 1-y • 
b) Sound Introduced in a Control Jet 
Sound -was introduced. in a control port by con-
---',- -- -






n e ct in g the staghation cham~er with the loudspeaker to one of 
the coRtrol ports. It was not possible to obtain control jet 
- characteristics because the Venturi t-,ube u·sed .. for the flow 
rate me a su r emen-t-s- acted --as a dam per ---of -t-h e- a-co u-s-t·i-c-- -s i-g n-a-l-s-~. 
-13- ' . 
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Hence only the differentia·1· input-output curves were plotted. 
' 
The schematic of the test set-up is shown in 
Figure 5. The supply pressure was fixed and the differential 
_ _.i 
input-output··curves plotted wi-thout applying sound. The range 
.of frequencies to which the fluidic amplifier tested was sen-
sitive was determined in the following way: For the lower 
limit of the range,the ·pressure in the active left control 
port was increased until the jet switched to the right wall, 
·- . . ' 
· and then reduced to zero again. The pressure in the right 
. control port was increased to about three-quarters of that re-
q u i red to s w i t c h the j et~. Sou n d was i n· trod u· c e d through the 
r i g h t .c o n tr o 1 po r t a n d- t h e amp l i t u d e l e v e l o n th e-, o s c i l l a to r 
- . 
was set at 40 and the frequency was increased from 20 c/s un-
til the jet switched. To get the upper limit of the sensi-
tive range, the frequency was decreased from 5000 c/s. As 
was mentioned previously, the differential input-output· curves 
were first plotted without application of sound. On the same 
graph pa~er curves were subsequently plotted corresponding to 
,, 
a particular frequency chosen within the sensitive ra~ge and 
. 
various amplitudes. A series of tests were carried out with 
supply pressures varying from 2.0 to 8.0 psig. 
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3. PARAMETERS USED IN DETERMINING PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS 
The n1ass flow rate ·was· calculated using the standard' 
equation·of flow through Yenturi tubes in reference 15. Com-
pressibility effects were taken into consideration for the 
mass flow rate calculations. The characteristic curves have 
been plotted using dimensionless mass flow rate and dimension-
less pressure. In the case of power jet the parameters plotp 
ted were (14): 
\ 
. ····-· .... ;,..~ -- .... -- ' 











where Psis the (absolute) supply pressure in pound per square 
inch. 
For all other characteristics, the mass flow ra·te -and the 
pressure were normalized with respect to the power jet mass 
/J 
. - flow rate and the supply pressure. The Reynolds numbers were 
,.. 
calculated using the throat conditions and were based on the 
' 
width Sf the p~~er jet. The velocity at the throat was c~m-
puted from the volumetric flow rate through the nozzle. The 
' 
experimental ly-determine.Q power jet a·nd control jet character-
istic curves were-compared wi_th the curves calculated for com-
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sity used was the average density corresponding to the supply 
and atmospheric pressures. 
For the tests with sound, the Strauhal number S was( 
defined as 
fw s = 
-u 
Due to lack of sufficient·equipment it was not possible 
· · · ·to measure the freque·ncy and the amplitude of the sound pro-
duced by the loudspeaker at the inlet to the power jet or 
the control jet of the fluidic amplifier. The frequencies 
used to calculate the Strauhal numbers were noted from the 
•• ,.t 
settings on the oscillator, and the average velocity, IT,at 
the exit of the supply nozzle was calculated using the meas-
ured volumetric flow rate. To obtain some indication of the 
power supplied to the air in the acoustic tests, measurements 
were made of the power supplied to the loudspeaker. The power 
) , . s u p p l i- ed. to th e l o u d s pea k e r w a s d e f i n e d a s 
V2 Power E' = R 
,· 
,,. where V = voltage (rms value) 
"' 
R = impedance of the l ouds.peaker in ohms 
•.' .. ~ ... 
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The impedance was assumed to be constant 
-16-
---- ·--- '' -------
-~ ·---------< -
~·---· 
--~- . - -~ -~ ·- --------·· -
' ' 
and equal to 8 ohms as indicated on the loudspeaker. A· 
photograph of the trace obtained on the oscilloscope is shown 
in Figure 7. As can be seen fro1n the photograph, the sine 
' 
wave input is distorted. The distortions were found to be 
very high frequency oscillations. When the loudspeaker was 
disconnected and a trace of the amplifier output obtained, 
there was no distortion of the sine wave output. Hence we 
can conclude that the distortions were due to the loudspeaker 
... ~ ' 
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4. DISCUSSION AND RESULTS 
4. l Characteristic Curves of the Bistable Amplifier 
No. 190471 (Corning Glass Works) 
·--:--
Figure 8 shows the norma1f·zed power jet character-
istics of the amplifier tested. The cross-sectional area of 
.C· 
the power nozzle is one of the parameters used to normalize 
. ' 
the mass flow rate. The dimensions of the nozzle throat were 
measured using a telescope. The throat of the nozzle was not 
in the form of a true rectangular section and the area calcu-
lated was about 25% greater than the nominal value given in 
the manufacturer's catalog. From the curve it can be seen 
.. 
that at pressures greater than about 9.0 psig {P/Patm = 1.6), 
the mass flow rate parameter is nearly const·ant. For compar-
ison, a curve corresponding to compressible flow of a perfect 
fluid in a convergent nozzle is superimposed on the supply 
characteristics. The difference between the two curves ac-
counts for the losses between the stagnation tank and the 
amp\ifier inlet and in the nozzle. At the inlet to the am-
, 
plifier the velocities of air were high··and hence the inlet 
could account for a majo~ share of the losses. The Reynolds 
, 
.; · · numb-er s of the. j et , bas e d on th e s u pp l y no z z l e throat w i d th 
- and on the average fl-ow speed at the rrozzle exit, at supply 




·-gure 9 shows~-"till! di·fferential input-output cha,r-
> 
. acteristics at various supply pres~ures •. These characteris~ 
·-··----- -- ·- ~· ~--------···--···-·----.. - .. ____ ____...__ ____ -··- - - --------------- -- -- - - --- --- - - - -- -- - ---- --- - --- ----- - ---------·-------· -----·-- -- -------- - ------------- --- --·---
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- ---~·-:- - - --~ 
tics were obtaine,-d under no-lo 
difference at the output 
.. 
conditions. The pressure 
~ 
was nearly a constant fraction 
,, 
o,_f t h e s u p p l y p r e s s u r e , a n d ,: w a s i n d e p e n d e n t o f t h e c o n t r o l 
input differenti",al. Anothe.r interesting point a·bout ·the 
curves is that they-are symmetrical to a remarkable extent 
about both axes. As the load was incre~s-ed, _the pressure re-
quired to switch the jet decreased and at blocked ports the 
hysteresis loop virt·ually disappeared and the jet had a ten-
dency to be unstabl.e.~ The hystere~·;s eff.ect in a fluidi~ bi-. 
• ".'• ~ • • I • ' • • • • - .• • • • ' ~ • • • 
stable amplifier is a well ~efined.phenomenon. It fas found 
f 
I 
to be a function of the output loading. 
i Figure 10 is the tnput characteristic of the control 
ti;, • • ~, 
' ' -
<7 <• •• 
----, 
port. When the active control port was closed a vacuum pres-
sure of 20% to 30% of supply {gage) pressure existed due to 
the entrainment by the jet. At zero control port pressure 
the flow entrained by the jet was 15 to ~0% of the supply 
flow rate.· The figures show that during switching of the jet 
from one wall to the other, the pressure in the stagnation 
tank of the active control port remains constant as expected, 
while the mass flow rate decreases because the pressure at 
', 
,. ~ 
the control port exit becomes close to the atmospheric pres-
_,, 
s u re . The de c re as e i n the con tr o l port fl ow rate i s due to --
decreased entrainment by the supply jet. Due to manufacturing 
imperfections the characteristics of- the ri.ght and, le-rt·"-con-
\ .... ,/' __ .,. 
tr~1 ports diffe~·- The control port characteristics were 
- found to_ be dependent·-,on.the load appl~ed .at the output p19rts·. 
~. - -~- - -------·--·-···-------~------ ---- ----------·--------------·--:-------------l-9-- --. -~- - --- ---- ----- - ' -- -- ------- -~---- ------ . ------
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When the output ports were blocked, the control port pressure 
~required to switch the jet was very nearly equal to atmos-
pheric pressure, and the jet h-ad a tendency to be unstable 
at.switching. Figure 16 shows the control port characteris-
tics at a supply pressure of 3.0 psig as obtained on the X-Y 
plotter. The loading of the output ports results in an in-
crease of the pressure in the interaction region. Thus a 
higher control port pressure is neces_sary to achieve the same 
~ .. --mas·s -flow rate when load is applied at the output ports -as 
compared to the no-load conditions. 
Figure 11, represents the output characteristics, 
~· . 
' ... .. , .. -- . -
. ' .;;;,,,, . . 
obtained for both right and le.ft output ports, of the bistable 
. amplifier at various supply pressures. At a lower value of 







-rate with ou~put pressure was approximately linear except when 
.. the load applied at the output ports was nearly a deadhead 
load (no flow condition). At no load conditions, the_mass 
flow rate through the output ports was in general greater than 
\unity. 
r 
The flow rates through the right and left output ports 
;-- differ at corresponding control port pressures. The difference 
cou,ld be _due .to an asymmetry .of the ·amplifier ge_ometry. The 
'. 
maximum value of pressure recovered at zero control port (gage) 
I 
pressures was about 26% of the supply press.ure, and the .v-~l u .. e 
0 
increased as the active 'control' pressure was increased. 
,-
Fig-
" - . _,,_,_ ...... , . ..-._,, . , - . . .... ~ ·-, _ _. . -
· X-Y pp lotter. 
. -~ . ,, . ··~ 
---~ ·_· _ft_ -··--- --- - -- ~ -2 o~ -- . ---------,. ___ . ·-------·. _:_ .· __ .. - . ·' ----·-·· --------·. ·-·. .. 
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Figure 12 shows that the pressure recovered at the 
output ports decreases slightly with increasing supply pres-· 
\ 
sure in the range tested._ For the curves corresponding to 
zero control (gage) pressure, the variation of pressure re-
/,,.__-
covered with supply pressure was somewhat smaller than that 
corresponding to the control pressure equal to O.l(Ps - Patm>· 
The decre·a-se of the pressure recovery at t,he output· ports 
., 
with increasing supply pressure can be ex-plained by increase 
' ' 
. in- .the losses of the -interact-ing.je-ts resulting- from-higher 
flow velocities. Figure 13 shows the variation, with the sup~ 
ply pressure, of the mass flow rate through the output ports 
at no load conditions. The mass flow rate is constant for 
supply pressures up to 6.0 psig and decreases gradually at 
higher supply (gage) pressures. The pressure recovered at 
the output port and the mass flow rate do not have • maxima 
. 
in· the range of supply pressures tested.~ Figures 14 and 15 
.( 
show the variation of the vacuum pressure created due to the· 
• .f,b-:. 
entrainment produced by the jet and of th·e pressure required 
.. t .. ·• l<I• h 
to switch the jet with the supply {gage) pressure, respective-
ly. A vacuum (gage) pressure as high as 0.19(Ps - Patm) was 
observed in the right control port at a supply pressure 4.0 
psig. It was caused by the entrainment effect of the jet. 
j. 
The control p·ort pressure required to switch the jet has a 
maximum value at a. supply pressure approximately equal to 6.5 
. . ps 1 g. At t~e lowest operat·ing supply pressure at w~ich tests 
. ' 
wer,e·made (3.0 psig) the- losses, as well as the pressure re-
.. .~ ,T ~ , 
. ; 1,; 
_quired .to switch tb_e, jet are smallest. ~rom the performance 
. .,.:.,...,._,_ ;, 
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curve.s .shown in Figures 12 to 15, it can be seen that, the 
asyn1n1etry in the geon1etry of the amplifier can have a signif-
icant effect on the an1plifier characteristics. Hence, in the 
staging of elements it would be necessary to determine the 
"""---/-. 
input and 'output characteristics of each amplifier port to 
.-... 
ensure proper matching of the elements. The effect of supply 
pre s s u re o n th e p e r f o rm a n c e c h a ~ c t e r i s t i c s o f th e b i s ta b ·1 e 
•. 
amplifier tested appears to be only marginal, except on the· 
, __ control port switching pressure (see Figures ,12 to 15). _ 





Figure 18 shows the control port characteristics, 
and Figure 19 shows the output characteristics of the ampli-
f i e r t e s t e d e v a· 1 u a t e d a s s_ u m i n g . a n i n c o m p r e s s i b l e . f l ow . T h e 
volumetric flow ,ate is normalized using the power nozzle 
volumetric flow rate. On comparing the curves, with those 
obtained taking compressibility effects into consideration 
(Fig-ures 10 a~d 11), it is found ~hat the curves are similar.· 
~ 
, mo 
At corresponding pressurrs, the mass flow rate (m) is smaller 
\ Q ol s 
than the volumetric flow rate (Q 0 ). To calculate th~ volu-
s 
metric flow rate through the supply·nozzle the equation for 
incompressible flow through a Venturi. tube was used, a~d the 
-
density_ was take.n as .the density ·correspondi.ng to the average 
pressure based on the supply and atmospheric pressures.· The 
,.• 
_performance curves based on the assumption that the flow is 
incompressible are not very ac~urate·_. 
' . 
• C'. -"·• ~: • -· ·• -
l'·.r.df_ 
"'--- __ ,../ --~--- -- '- --
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4:2 Characteristic Curves of Bistable Amplifier No~ 2 · (Made by ·the Harry Diamond Laboratories) 
' 
' . Figure 20 shows the power jet charac.teristics of the 
bistable amplifier No. 2. At $!1·upply pressures greater than p 
8.0 psig (p s = l. 5) the mass flow rate parameter, was nearly 
atm · . 
constant. The maximum value of the mass flow rate was much 
closer to the value calculated for compressihle flow of a 
perfect fluid in a convergent nozzle than in the case of am-
, : --,- ~: __ . __ p l i f i e r N o , -· .1. • _ _ F i. g uor e 21. r e p. re s e n t s t. h e d i f f e r-e n t i a l i. n p u t ~ -. 
. l 
output characteristics at various supply pressures under no 
load conditions. The pressure difference at the output, ports 
~ ~ 
was nearly constant. The control input pressure required to 



















and it was of the order of a few inches of water. When a dead- r 
··:,, 
·" 
--- ----~ ..J.I,.___ - -- ------
head load was applied at the output ports, the jet was unstable 
at a supply pressure of 3 psig and only marginally stable at 
higher supply pressures. The control port characteristics 
could not be obtained as the mass flow rate was very small 
and below the range that could be measured by our instruments. 
Thus, the power jet was switched from one wall to the other by 
the pressure applied at th.e control ports, rather. than the-
momentum of the control jet. ~igure 22 shows the output char-
'; "j 
'' 
acteristics for both the left and right output ports of the 
,. 
amplifier ~t various su,pply pressures (3, 5 and 8 psig). The 
\ 
l 
cu·rves were obtained at three control pressures namely 0, 0.5 
and' 1.5 psig. As the control pre~sure was increased from zero 
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and further increases in the control pressure resulted in a 
decrease of the output pressure and the flow rate. At a sup-
p l y p re s s u re o f 5 · p s i g , th e · o u t p u t p r e s s u re a t a d ea d h· e a d 
load w··as greater at zero control port pressure than at ·a con-
I 
trol pres~ure of 1.5 psig. 
4.3 Characteristic Curves of the Proportional Amplifier 
(Made by. the Harry Dian1ond Laboratories) 
F i g u re 2 3 , s h ow s th e p owe r j e t c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s f o r -·--
' . 
- •\. .. ·- . ' .: . .. . .. . . . :_ -- . - . - ·- - - '-- --~ -
.. -- ~ - -- --~··-· - -- - --·--- .. -- --· .-·- ·----- --, --·- •. - - - <ii - -. -· ·-···· ,. - ··::-·. " -
. . ' . . . -----· . ·---- . - - - --
:~--- - - -----.-:-,-ro:_ _-::_::-:: ·-· .'' - .. :.::... -·. __,__; __ :.--:.~~~.:.:- .:-::-·--.~:--::-..._--(:-:-~--~-:_--~-:-:···-:·.·-·- -:--__ --:-.::. 
the proportional amp_~ifie~ tested. The mass flow rate is 
cross-sectional area of·· 
.. , 
· ~ · 'ck 
'' .-~. 
\ . 
plotted in pounds 1>er 1's,econd as the 
J'.1 . 
the power nozaJe was not known and could not be measured with-
out destroying the element·. 
Fi9.~.r,e. 2_4 shows the differential input-output curves 
of the amplifier. Due to the asymmetry of the amplifier the 
_,. .. . 
-·. -· -~ . 
curves do not pass through the origin which represents a null 
output pressure differential for zero control input.pressure 
differential. The output differential pressure reaches a max-
w 
imum at ~~control input differential pressure of about. 15 
(P 5 - Patm)' and t~ characteristics are virtually independent 
of the supply pressure. 
... -
""' 
--------'--~-.~~-~"--~. -· ·:-- -:-fi-gu re 2 5 · rep res en ·rs lh e Tn-p·ut Ch a r-a-Eter·iSti·c-S , of the .... ······· ...... · .. ··· 
;'Si·· 
/r>'i. 
amp 1 i f i e f' t e S t e d . J h;/ S \·ape Of th e C U r V e S re p re S en t th e in I) U t 
i ~ p e d a n C e O f t h e a m p l i f i e r· ~-"-""· I t i S a p p r O X i m a t e l y C O n S t a n t a t 
a,1·1 supply pressures used. Also, the left and right control 
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tJ'l • 
.~ case for a good a1npl irier. Figure 26 shows the output char-
acteristics,·of the proportional_ amplifier. At the left con-
trol port, the pressure recovery at a deadhead load is around-
•··· 
6 5 % o f th e s u p p l y ( g a g e ) p re s s u r e a t a z e,r o p re s s u,-r e d i f f e r -
ence between the control ports, and is practically independent 
o f th e s u p p l y p re s s u re .· To ob ta i n c u r v e s a ·t · v a r i o u s c o n t r o l 
port pres~ure differences, the following procedure was used. 
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-,~ 
trol port was ,,decreased below the bias lievel by the same 
amount. Thus the sum of the control pressure was always a 
constant. This procedure was used on .the assumption that the 
amplifier tested was being driven by another amplifier. The 
output curves were obtained at a bias lev~l of .2(Ps - Patm) 
and at that bias level the control flows were 25 to 30% of the 
supply flow (see Figure 25). The sum of the dimensionless-
. m 
mass flow through the two output ports (m 0 ) was equal to the 
-- --- .· . s 
. ·~ ' ... : 
sum of the normalized supply and control flows, at all supply 
~ 
p r es s u res • Th u s v j r.,t u a 1 . .1 y a l l th e co n tr o 1 fl ow we n t th r o u g h 
tne output ports and there was negligible flow through the 
vents. 
. ~ ·~·--· 
.· 
.~ ...... . 
,\ ·, 
' : ~·: : . 
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4.4 Acoustic Tests on, the Bistable Ampl,ifier No. l 
( C- o r n i n g G 1 a s s W o r k s J ..... ,q, 
As was mentioned earlier, the amplitude and frequency 
of the applied sound could not be me·a·sur·ed at the inlet to th:e 
- an1.plifier. Figure 6 shows the loudspeaker in the stagnation 
·!'··' 
'Chamber and the connections between the tank and the amplifier. 
The stagnation tank was connected to a} inch I.D. tubing as 
shown. The length of the} inGh tubing between the tank and 
:: ... ~ - -- -- ----:-~--:---=--------,- .-- t h-e amp l-i f i er -.was- -about --o n-e -f-o ot • -- -·Th-us · t h-e a co u st i c --no i -s-e a-t; .: ... ___ ::_:_ .. _____ ----- - -·-·- .. 
.. . 
I 





. the inlet to the control port could be a' a different frequen-
tffl 
I 
cy and amplitude than that at which the loudspeaker w-as driven. 
a) Sound Applied in the Stagnation Tank of the 
Power Jet / 
Figure 27 shows the effect of sound on the output 
characteristics of the amplifier tested. The curves were ob-
tained at a frequency of 500 c/s because at this frequency the 
jet was most sensitive to sound, at a supply pressure of 1.0 
psig. At low amplitudes, the.so~nd applied had very little 
effect on the output characteristics. At higher amplitudes 
. ffjf ,, .. . 
the amplifier became un-stable as the load was increased. 
' ' ' ?],:~·,,_ ,, -.... _ 
-. . " 
··_----, --------~--- -Fi g u re 2 8--s-h-ow-s----t-fre----v-ar i at i on -; 11- -the -- -c-o nt-r-o-l-- p-or-t------f 1 'o·w- -w·i·-t·h-----·-·--·~----~.-~~,~·---·--::.-····-----··----· 
. ·. ';. 
~ .. ... . 
. , 
the. control· port input pres.sure when. sound at- the frequency 
of 500 c/s was applied. As the amplitude of sound was in-
, 
creased the control port pressure required to switch the jet 
decreased. At·low supply press_ures (of the ord.er of l.O psig) 
. 










• • 1 
.····~ 
·:. . 
: . • .. , 
f i e r by .a p p l y i n g - s o u n d ( a t 5 O O c / s.) w j th b o th co n tr o l po r t s 
.vented. The amplifier characteristics were not affected by 
sound at higher supply pressures. 
b) Sound Applie.d in the Stagnation Tank of the 
Contro·l Port Jet 
Figures 29, 30 and 31 are the differential input-
output curves of the bistable amplifier tested at supply pres-
sures of 2.0, 3.0 and 5.0 psig, respectively. The tests were 
- ·- --... - -+ ---- --...--··-----.:-~:;_.- •• -- - -- - • - ' .. 
--
------ - - --
,'\ 
~· .. -- . 
conducted at various supply pressures over the sensitive range 
of frequencies. For supply pressures varying from 3.0 to 7.0 
- psig, the s .. ound had an affect on the differential input-outpu,t 
, 
• 
curves, though it was more intense at lower supply pressures .. ... ' 
.. 
The velocity of the power jet at the exit of the nozzle was in 
the range of 450 to 800 ft/sec. 
T-he range of frequencies. at which the amplifier 
is sensitive was observed to be between 350 to 560 cycles/sec-
- --- -- ---- -:-- - - - - - - -
ond, at a maximum power input to the loudspeaker of about 4.5 
watts, which corresponds to an ampl i tud.e setting of 40 · on the 
oscillator. In the tests, sound was introduced through the 
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effect of sound on switching the jet from the left wall to 
right wall is much greater than switching the jet from right 
to left. ·At an amplitude of 40 for frequencies of 350 and 400 
c/s and, an amplitude o,f 20 at 375 c·Js, increasing the right 
control pressure switched the jet from the right wall to the 
L._) 
_-27·--!' 
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-
left and on d.ecreasing the·opressure the jet switched· back· to 
the right wall. ·Thus it was possibl-e to control the switch-
ing from one control ·port only. At higher amplitudes and at 
supply pressures of 2.0~ 3.0 and 5.0 psig, and frequencies of 
375 cps, _500 cps· and 370 cps,~'respectively, the differential 
input-output curves are completely changed. At the above fre-
q u e n c i e s. th e ··amp l i f i e r h a s n o h y s t e re s i s 1 o o p a n d th e j e t . c o u l d 
. 
be stable attached to either wall. Figure 32 shows·the char-
• • : . ·. . . _,_ •• ~- .:,, , .,_. ,.rs,. •. .. ~ .... . • ~ • • . ., ~ ' -'"ti·, 
. C '-;c.C_c'.c--~--~acterfstfCS .. as obtcllrled. on fhe x:.~y~p fotter. When . the. a:ppl i c:a:.. C 
tion of sound produces no hysteresis loop, at zero control in-
,, 
put pressure the pressure difference between the output ports 
was less than the corresponding pressure for the case when the 
.~. hysteresis is present. · At a ·certai-n value of control pressure 
. the pressure difference at the output ports is zero in the case 
---
of no hysteresis loop. Possible explanation of this phenomenon 
could be that the jet spreading may be intense and the jet 
breaks up, thereby making it possible to obtain flow through 
. 
both the output ports (9). If the jet is not attached to ei-
-ther wall- it would stri-ke the splitter and behave as in a pro~ 
port1onal amplifier. 
-· 
. . - -··-- -- - - - . - -
,•. 
! -··-
... • ' • 
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~ The Strouhal numbers corresponding to the s-ensitive 
range in our tests were of the order of .001 to .0025. These 
values are about a hundfed times lower than those ob ained by 
Rockwell and Toda (13) in the study of atta~-h-ed Jtt flows. 
Part of t'he exp.lanation o\.f-Ythis. dif.ference.m.ay ___ b_e·_··due. to the. 
fact that Rockwell and Toda, in their study, used wide jets 
- ·-
(~- which were not -confi_~ed.~_- 28 ~-- ----
·.·_ . --~------ -----·--- -- -· _ ____,. __ _ 
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In the range investigated, the effect of the supply pres-















except on the pressure required to switch the jet in one bi-
. ' 
' 
stable· amplifier. However, as the supply pressure was in-
creased there was a definite deterior~tion of the performance 
.... , ................... , .... ..., 
characteristics. The variations of performance parameters 
• . • ·.' . _/ ' C. ,with t-he s.u.p~pl.y .. pressu.r· .. e ·do not have ma.xim.a .. i.n-.th.e. ran~ge.: .. of~ ... -0 ,. ••• -~ 
I 
---~::-~=--·~-\··---· ·--:__:,...._:.....,~ _ ,_. :--._~_ --'-:_---:_ ,L __ '~ __ • - ·-- • . i. • _ -.· __ ,-- _ I , , _ _ ·~··~--- __ _ 
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··supply pressures tested. Thus it is possible that th·ere exists· 
·~·· 
"· 
a.n optimum operating supply pressure outside of the range of 
~supply pressures used. There was a difference between the 
characteristics obtained.,for the left and the right ports, 
~ndoubtedly due to the asymmetry of the amplifier geometry. 
This indicates· that the characteristics of each port of an 
~ 
element should be obtained; tb ensure proper matching of ele-
ments in a fluidic circuit. 
. 
~. - -·----------~----
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The performance of the bistable amplifier tested with 
sound was found to be affected by externally applied sound at 
certain sensitive ·frequencies·. At low supply pressures, the 
,. 















·when sound was applied through the· power, jet. Applying sound 
through the power jet seemed to have an effect only at low 
. . 
_supply pressures. It is possible that at higher Supply pres-
·sures the amplifier is se·nsitive to sound at amplitudes higher 
than those used in the tests •.. , The effect of sound was much 
more intense when the sound was introduced through the control· 
-29-
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po.rts than when it· was introduced th·rough the p owe r'' j e t . A 
\'r con1plete 
place at 
• jet could 
the sound 
.I' 
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change of bistable amplifier 
certain frequencies, 
be controlled by one 
input. 
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Schematic of test rig 
to determine powerijet 
chara~teristics 















Schematic of test rig to determine 
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Figure 5. Schematic of test rig to deter~ine 
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